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ABSTRACT

This study seeks to identify thermally driven sources of ENSO amplitude and uncertainty, as they are

relatively unexplored compared to wind-driven sources. Pacific meridional modes are argued to be wind

triggers for ENSOevents. This study offers an alternative role for the South Pacificmeridionalmode (SPMM)

in ENSO dynamics, not as an ENSO trigger, but as a coincident source of latent heat flux (LHF) forcing of

ENSO SSTA that, if correctly (incorrectly) predicted, could reduce (increase) ENSO prediction errors. We

utilize a coupled model simulation in which ENSO variability is perfectly periodic and each El Niño expe-

riences identical wind stress forcing. Differences in El Niño amplitude are primarily thermally driven via the

SPMM. When El Niño occurs coincidentally with positive phase SPMM, the positive SPMM LHF anomaly

counteracts a fraction of the LHF damping of El Niño, allowing for a more intense El Niño. If the SPMM

phase is instead negative, the SPMM LHF amplifies the LHF damping of El Niño, reducing the event’s

amplitude. Therefore, SPMM LHF anomalies may either constructively or destructively interfere with co-

incident ENSO events, thus modulating the amplitude of ENSO. The ocean also plays a role, as the thermally

forced SSTA is then advected westward by the mean zonal velocity, generating a warming or cooling in the

ENSO SSTA tendency in addition to the wind-forced component. Results suggest that in addition to wind-

driven sources, there exists a thermally driven piece to ENSO amplitude and uncertainty that is generally

overlooked. Links between the SPMM and Pacific decadal variability are discussed.

1. Introduction

Large SST and tropospheric temperature fluctuations

associated with El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

events can provide enhanced predictability of seasonal

climate extremes across the globe (Mo and Schemm

2008; Peng et al. 2012). For instance, ENSO tele-

connections influence seasonal forecasts of precipita-

tion and temperature in North America (Infanti and

Kirtman 2016; Chen et al. 2017), measures that are

valuable for decision support. As such, quantifying the

uncertainty of ENSO forecasts is important, as the en-

hanced predictability of remote climate impacts

depends on the strength of the teleconnected ENSO

signal. Identifying sources of ENSO amplitude un-

certainty and quantifying each source’s potential con-

tribution is particularly useful in obtaining a physical

understanding of ENSO prediction errors.

The spread of ensemble ENSO predictions is often

used to characterize the forecast uncertainty distribu-

tion (e.g., Kirtman et al. 2014). Primary sources of un-

certainty in ENSO predictions include observational

errors in the initial conditions (McPhaden 2003)

and noise-driven errors (Xue et al. 1997; Samelson and

Tziperman 2001; Karspeck et al. 2006; Larson and

Kirtman 2015a,b). Systematic model biases and errors in

the representation of the physics (Guilyardi et al. 2009;

Bellenger et al. 2014) also contribute to the uncertaintyCorresponding author: Sarah M. Larson, slarson28@wisc.edu
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and form the basis of multimodel seasonal climate pre-

diction systems that account for errors in model for-

mulation (Doblas-Reyes et al. 2000; Palmer et al. 2004;

Kirtman et al. 2014; Becker and van den Dool 2016).

In general, noise-driven uncertainty in ENSO pre-

dictions is forced by anomalous zonal winds (e.g.,

Karspeck et al. 2006; Lopez and Kirtman 2013; Lopez

et al. 2013; Menkes et al. 2014; Levine and McPhaden

2016; Puy et al. 2016; Hu and Fedorov 2018; Larson and

Kirtman 2017). The zonal winds can be stochastic or

deterministic but the expected ocean response is similar,

with the wind stress (hereafter t) acting as a ‘‘trigger

pattern’’ that excites equatorial wave dynamics that ei-

ther constructively or destructively interfere with the

ENSO signal (Larson and Kirtman 2017). Such atmo-

spheric wind triggers have a variety of sources including

stochastic winds (e.g., weather decoupled from the

SSTA; Kleeman and Moore 1997, 1999; Moore and

Kleeman 1999), reinforcing winds coupled to the SSTA

(e.g., SST state dependent; Eisenman et al. 2005; Gebbie

et al. 2007; Tziperman and Yu 2007), and phenomeno-

logical variability (i.e., winds originating from a well-

known, large-scale phenomenon). Westerly wind bursts

(WWBs; e.g., Luther et al. 1983; McPhaden et al. 1992;

Harrison and Vecchi 1997), for example, have both

stochastic and state-dependent components (Lopez and

Kirtman 2013; Lopez et al. 2013). During neutral ENSO

conditions, the SSTA has little hold on the overlying

atmospheric wind anomalies; therefore, anomalous

winds, including WWBs, tend to be stochastic. On the

other hand, state-dependent WWBs are common when

the west Pacific warm pool extends eastward, providing

favorable conditions for successive WWBs (Fedorov

2002; Menkes et al. 2014). A sufficiently strong or per-

sistent WWB can perturb the upper ocean down to the

equatorial thermocline, exciting an equatorial Kelvin

wave that propagates eastward and influences the east-

ern Pacific SST (Giese and Harrison 1991; Picaut and

Delcroix 1995; McPhaden and Yu 1999; Lengaigne et al.

2002). Noise-driven uncertainty is also generated by the

ocean. For example, high-frequency mesoscale ocean

variability like tropical instability waves (TIWs) may

impact the peak amplitude of an event, as TIWs drive

vertical mixing and meridional heat transport (Kessler

et al. 1998; Moum et al. 2009; Perez et al. 2012) that

influence the cold tongue temperature.

Wind triggers can also be more phenomenological in

origin. Studies argue that the North Pacific meridional

mode (NPMM; Chiang and Vimont 2004) is a trigger for

ENSO events (Chang et al. 2007; Larson and Kirtman

2013) as the atmospheric wind response to the NPMM

SSTA is conducive for the excitation of ENSO (Vimont

et al. 2003b; Chang et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2010;

Thomas and Vimont 2016). The NPMM is a coupled

atmosphere–oceanmode of variability originating in the

northeast Pacific, characterized by an anomalous me-

ridional SST gradient and a latitudinal shift of the in-

tertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The NPMM

SSTA, latent heat flux (LHF), and t signal propagate

from the northeast to the central equatorial Pacific via

the wind–evaporation–SST (WES) feedback (Liu and

Xie 1994; Vimont 2010;Wang 2010b). The generation of

the NPMM SSTA signal is thought to be initiated

through the seasonal footprinting mechanism (SFM;

Vimont et al. 2003a,b; Alexander et al. 2010; Pegion and

Alexander 2013), a process by which wind variability

driven by boreal wintertime fluctuations in the North

Pacific Oscillation (NPO) sea level pressure (SLP) im-

part an LHF response in the subtropics that forces the

SSTA. The SSTA signal then propagates equatorward

via the WES feedback. An alternative ‘‘trade wind

charging’’ mechanism has also been established

through a series of papers arguing that the anomalous

t curl generated by the North Pacific SLP fluctuations

drives meridional ocean transport in the equatorial Pa-

cific, priming the system for an ENSO event (Anderson

2007; Anderson et al. 2013; Anderson and Perez 2015).

A number of mechanisms for ‘‘triggering’’ ENSO events

associated with North Pacific SLP anomalies are re-

viewed in Pegion and Selman (2017). Through ensemble

model experiments, Thomas and Vimont (2016) dem-

onstrate that the triggering of ENSO events by the

NPMM is facilitated through the excitation of equatorial

Kelvin waves that then generate a distribution of out-

comes that favor ENSO events over neutral events, the

statistics of which qualitatively reflect those found in the

North American Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME;

Kirtman et al. 2014) hindcasts of the NPMM and ENSO

(Larson and Kirtman 2014) and a coupled model en-

semble study based on the March 2014 and 2015

NPMM-like SSTA initial conditions (Larson and

Kirtman 2015a).

An analogous t triggering argument has since been

made for the Southern Hemisphere. The thermally

coupled South Pacific meridional mode (SPMM; Zhang

et al. 2014a) is characterized by fluctuations in the

strength of the southeasterly trade winds in the south-

east (SE) Pacific that lead to variations in LHF, ulti-

mately leading to SE Pacific SSTA warming or cooling

that then propagates northwestward. Similar to the

NPMM, the SPMM extends into the equatorial region

via the WES feedback, expanding what begins as

warming/cooling in the SE Pacific into the equatorial

region. More important for the present study is how

studies in the literature hypothesize that SPMM impacts

ENSO. Similar to the NPMM, the SPMM is described
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as a potential ENSO trigger (Zhang et al. 2014a; Ma

et al. 2017; Min et al. 2017), an argument requiring an

SPMM-induced t anomaly in the central Pacific that

excites the ocean dynamics necessary for ENSO onset.

There is also literature describing how changes in the

strength of the Southern Hemisphere subtropical high

and the southeast trades (DiNezio et al. 2017; Hu and

Fedorov 2018; You and Furtado 2017) can induce SE

Pacific SSTA and central equatorial Pacific t anomalies

that are important for Kelvin wave propagation and

ENSO amplitude. While these studies generally provide

diagnostic analysis as evidence for SPMM and southeast

Pacific variability as a potential trigger for ENSO

events, the literature remains lacking in rigorous model

experimentation, leaving the SPMM–ENSO relation-

ship an open question.

The present study argues for an alternative role for the

SPMM in ENSO dynamics, not as a trigger but as a

thermally driven source of eastern Pacific SSTA that can

occur coincidentally with ENSO events. Results show

that in addition to observational errors, model errors,

and wind-driven errors, there exists a thermally driven

piece to ENSO uncertainty that is generally overlooked.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the

methodology. Section 3 describes the new SPMM–

ENSO mechanism. Section 4 provides a summary and

discussion.

2. Methodology

The goal of this study is to identify intrinsic sources of

ENSO amplitude uncertainty other than the wind-

forced dynamical ocean response. The present study

focuses on possible thermally driven sources, as they are

less explored in the literature. The obvious reason for

the lack of literature on this topic is the challenge as-

sociated with isolating the thermally driven response

while also retaining ocean dynamics and momentum

fluxes necessary to simulate realistic ENSO events. To

separate the wind-forced response from the thermally

driven response, climate model experiments are neces-

sary as such a separation is difficult to do cleanly with

observational or model output analysis. We utilize a

model configuration specifically designed for such a task

(Larson and Kirtman 2015b).

All experiments in this study and a fully coupled

control simulation are performed using the National

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community

Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4; Gent et al.

2011) with a nominal 18 horizontal resolution and pre-

industrial forcing. Specifically, we utilize a 100-yr

CCSM4 simulation named EnsoWinds (Larson and

Kirtman 2018) in which the ENSO variability is

perfectly periodic and each ENSO event is forced by

identical t. This way, differences in ENSO events can

only arise via two processes: 1) anomalous ocean dy-

namics unrelated to the prescribed t and 2) the coupled

buoyancy (thermal 1 freshwater) fluxes. To clarify, the

buoyancy fluxes are computed with the atmosphere

model-derived winds, not the prescribed t (discussed

below); therefore, they are interactive and coupled with

the ocean state. EnsoWinds was used in Larson and

Kirtman (2018) to provide initial conditions with various

states of subsurface heat content buildup to investigate

whether the equatorial recharge/discharge (Jin 1997)

contributes to ENSO predictability. EnsoWinds is

branched from a CCSM4 control simulation with an

already spun up tropical Pacific Ocean.

To generate a repeating ENSO cycle in the model, we

use a mechanically decoupled configuration of CCSM4

(Larson and Kirtman 2015b; Larson et al. 2018) in which

we prescribe the t that force the ocean, in this case

t with a repeating ENSO cycle, while leaving all other

aspects of the coupled model unconstrained (i.e., the

buoyancy fluxes are fully coupled with the ocean state).

More specifically, every model day, the ocean experi-

ences daily t climatology calculated from the free-

running control version of CCSM4 with the daily

anomalies from a 4-yr ENSO cycle added to the clima-

tology and then repeated. The 4-yr ENSO cycle is ob-

tained from the free-running control (Fig. 1a) and is

representative of typical ENSO behavior in the model

(Larson and Kirtman 2018).

A stationary ENSO t anomaly forcing pattern is ob-

tained by the linear regression of the t anomalies onto

the Niño-3.4 (averaged over 58S–58N, 1708–1208W)

SSTA index over the full control simulation. The am-

plitude and sign of the forcing pattern are obtained by

multiplying the regression pattern a(x, y) by the Niño-
3.4 SSTA over the 4-yr ENSO cycle highlighted in

Fig. 1a, and then repeated every four years. Figure 1b

shows the global t regression pattern overlaid on SSTA

regressed onto Niño-3.4 SSTA. By prescribing the

t forcing on the ocean, the model is no longer mechan-

ically coupled but buoyancy coupling remains active.

Most important for this study is that the thermal cou-

pling remains unconstrained, as the atmospheric model–

derived winds, not the prescribed winds, are used to

calculate the thermal fluxes.

We have demonstrated with previous work that

CCSM4 is well suited to study ENSO predictability from

various angles, including coupled instability error

growth (Larson and Kirtman 2015b), error growth dy-

namics (Larson and Kirtman 2017), and the role of

preconditioning in increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of

ENSO events (Larson and Kirtman 2018). We have also
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shown that using CCSM4 to model ENSO error growth

gives a useful theoretically based benchmark of noise-

driven uncertainty that can be supplemented to actual

CCSM4 ENSO predictions (e.g., the NMME forecasts;

Kirtman et al. 2014). For instance, Larson and Kirtman

(2015a) show that the so-called 2014/15 ENSO forecast

‘‘bust’’ was not a bust and was well within the bounds of

uncertainty generated via noise-driven processes.

Therefore, these studies and the references therein (e.g.,

Deser et al. 2012; Capotondi 2013; DiNezio and Deser

2014) demonstrate that CCSM4 is an acceptable tool for

studying the wind-driven dynamics and growth associ-

ated with ENSO. The present study, however, identifies

the potential role for a thermally driven source of ENSO

uncertainty by removing the possibility that the varia-

tions between the simulated ENSO events are due to

anomalous t-driven upper ocean changes. Results are

not intended to contradict the rich literature of wind-

forced sources of ENSO amplitude uncertainty men-

tioned in the introduction, as we agree that they are the

primary source, but are meant as a secondary source of

uncertainty intrinsic to the climate system that may sup-

plement thewind-driven component.We suggest the likely

scenario that both wind-driven sources of uncertainty

and a thermally driven source may act coincidentally.

For the remainder of the study, fields are averaged

over the Niño-3 (58S–58N, 1508–908W) region to isolate

differences in the eastern Pacific because equatorial

SSTA forced by the SPMM, a phenomenon important in

later sections, are concentrated just off the South

American west coast. The EnsoWinds Niño-3 SSTA

time series shows the perfectly periodic 4-yr ENSO cycle

(Fig. 2b). Between each El Niño and La Niña is a

neutral-ENSO year, with slight warming or cooling de-

pending on the upcoming phase. Figure 2e shows the

canonical ENSO pattern, calculated as the SSTA

regressed onto the Niño-3 time series. For reference,

Figs. 2a and 2d show similar calculations but for 120

years of the free-running CCSM4 control. The ENSO

variability is noticeably less regular than in EnsoWinds.

Notice that the peak El Niño event amplitudes in Enso-

Winds are similar but not identical and the range of

amplitudes differs by approximately 0.58C. Similar be-

havior is seen among La Niña events, although El Niño is

the primary focus in this study. Understandably, at first

glance, the range appears unimpressively small but as a

reminder, the differences are not mechanically t driven,

which generates a larger distribution of outcomes in

CCSM4 (Larson andKirtman 2015a,b). How is it possible

for ENSO events forced by the exact same t to have

amplitude differences of 0.58C? We demonstrate that

there is an additional source of forcing that supplements

the t-driven ocean response and is worth characterizing.

3. Results

Figure 2c shows the EnsoWinds Niño-3 SSTA residual

time series, calculated by removing themean 4-yr ENSO

cycle from the SSTA. More specifically, we take the

average of all ENSO cycles (defined as evolving in the

order El Niño, neutral, La Niña, neutral) in EnsoWinds,

and remove that ensemble average from every ENSO

cycle. This yields deviations from the ensemble mean

ENSO cycle that we refer to as the residual. The residual

SSTA, therefore, consists of all variability other than

the mean t-forced ENSO response. The residual

Niño-3 SSTA is low amplitude with a 0.128C standard

deviation. The residual time series is independent of

the forced ENSO signal, as the correlation between

Niño-3 in Figs. 2b and 2c is 0.09. To identify potential

coherent structures in the residual, the full SSTAs are

regressed onto the residual Niño-3 index (Fig. 2f). The

FIG. 1. (a) Control Niño-3.4 SSTA index over 20 arbitrary years. The shaded period highlights the 4-yr ENSO

cycle used for the phase-amplitude evolution in EnsoWinds. (b) Vectors show Control ENSO wind stress anomaly

pattern calculated as the lag-0 linear regression of wind stress anomalies onto the Niño-3.4 SSTA index. Themap is

used as the stationary forcing pattern in EnsoWinds. Shading shows similar but with SSTA. Units are dyne cm22

(vectors) and 8C (shading) per unit standard deviation of Niño-3.4.
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pattern consists of maximum eastern Pacific warming

between 158 and 308S that expands northward into the

equatorial region.

The resulting pattern is seen in the literature with

different names, including the SE Pacific portion of the

subtropical dipole (Wang 2010a) and quadrupole modes

(Ding et al. 2015), the thermally coupled Walker mode

(Clement et al. 2011), and as a snapshot of the South

Pacific meridional mode (Zhang et al. 2014a). The pat-

tern is also prevalent in tropical Pacific decadal vari-

ability studies (Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Zhang et al.

1997; Garreaud and Battisti 1999; Yeh and Kirtman

2004, 2006; Vimont 2005; Clement et al. 2011; Okumura

2013; Chen and Wallace 2015; Di Lorenzo et al. 2015).

Reconciling the discrepancies in the literature is not the

goal of this study, but a hypothesis connecting these two

views is provided in the discussion. Taking the existing

literature into account, we describe the residual pattern

as the SPMM, as we will show that the timing and

mechanism are consistent with the SPMM paradigm.

Note that the SPMM forcing mechanism is similar to

that of the quadrupole mode, as both are described as

thermodynamically coupled modes initiated by mid-

latitude variability in the South Pacific, essentially the

Southern Hemisphere counterpart of the NPMM.

To define a SPMM time series, we compute the pat-

tern correlation of the SPMM pattern in Fig. 2f with the

EnsoWinds residual SSTA, which yields a measure of

how SPMM-like the residual SSTA appears eachmonth.

The full EnsoWinds SSTA is not used, as ENSO

FIG. 2. (a) ControlNiño-3 SSTA index and (d) the related SSTA regression pattern, (b) EnsoWindsNiño-3 SSTA
index and (e) the related SSTA regression pattern, and (c) EnsoWinds residual Niño-3 SSTA index and (f) the

related residual SSTA regression pattern. The residual is calculated by subtracting the mean 4-yr ENSO cycle from

the full SSTA. Units in (d)–(f) are 8C per unit standard deviation of Niño-3.
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amplitude dominates over the lower-amplitude SPMM.

For comparison, Fig. 3c shows the standard deviation of

both the SPMM index and the residual Niño-3 SSTA for

each calendar month. Both time series are first scaled by

their respective standard deviation. The peak variability

in the SPMM occurs in September, whereas the peak

residual Niño-3 variability occurs in October. The

maximum lead–lag correlation between the SPMM and

Niño-3 indexes occurs at lag 0 (Fig. 3d). Why does the

peak Niño-3 variability lag the peak SPMM variability

by 1–2 months if their maximum correlation is at lag 0?

When the SPMM SSTA is strongest, its thermally forced

Niño-3 SSTA footprint is largest. We will show in sec-

tion 3b that themean zonal current also has an impact on

theNiño-3 SSTA tendency. The variability in theNiño-3
domain is largest once westward advection by the mean

zonal current spreads the (SPMM induced) thermally

forced SSTA through the full domain. The time it takes

for the SSTA signal to spread through the full Niño-3
domain is 1–2 months. Therefore, although temporally

the SPMM and Niño-3 have a maximum covariability at

lag 0 when the SPMM thermal forcing of the Niño-3
SSTA is at a maximum, the amplitude of the variability

throughout the full Niño-3 is larger, on average, once the
signal spreads westward via the ocean circulation. If

instead we average over the extreme eastern domain

58S–58N, 1108–808W (blue bars; Figs. 3c) where the ini-

tial SPMM thermally forced SSTAoccurs, themaximum

variability occurs in September, similar to the SPMM.

What is most important is characterizing the mecha-

nism (i.e., the SPMM) that generates the spread of El

Niño events in EnsoWinds and then detailing how the

SPMM impacts the actual amplitude of events. Recall

that subtropical meridional modes are described as

ENSO ‘‘triggers’’ (Chang et al. 2007; Larson and

Kirtman 2013; Zhang et al. 2014a; Min et al. 2017;

Thomas and Vimont 2016), which implies that a

t-induced dynamical ocean response is invoked in the

mechanism. However, this mechanism is eliminated in

the EnsoWinds experiment and cannot contribute to the

FIG. 3. SPMM seasonality (black) and relationship with equatorial SSTA defined by the Niño-3 SSTA index

(orange) and extreme eastern Pacific SSTA (blue). (a) Standard deviation bymonth of the standardized ClimWinds

SPMM index, theNiño-3 SSTA index, and extreme eastern Pacific SSTAaveraged over 58S–58N, 1008–808W. (c)As

in (a), but for the EnsoWinds residual SSTA. (b),(d) Lead–lag correlation of the SPMM and Niño-3 indexes

(orange) and SPMM and 1008–808W equatorial SSTA (blue) in (a) and (c), respectively. Positive lags indicate the

equatorial (EQ) SSTA index leads.
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spread of El Niño events. Therefore, the results here

are a new contribution to how the SPMM may

influence ENSO.

The timing of when the ElNiño events diverge will give
clues as to whether the SPMM is indeed the forcing

mechanism. To see when the El Niño events diverge, the

Niño-3 SSTAevolution of eachElNiño event (30 in total)
is shown in Fig. 4a. The Niño-3 standard deviation over

the events (i.e., the spread) is largest in September

(Fig. 4c) when the standard deviation of the SPMM index

is at a maximum (Fig. 3c), although the maximum stan-

dard deviation in the SST tendency occurs in August

(Fig. 4d). As an example, Figs. 5a and 5c show the Sep-

tember SSTAof the strongest andweakest ElNiño event.
El Niño event strength is ranked by the September (when

the spread is largest) Niño-3 SSTA; however, the same

strongest and weakest events would be selected whether

any month from September to December was chosen.

Large sample composites will be shown using a differ-

ent dataset in section 3a. Given that the sample size in

EnsoWinds is small, the extremes are shown here to

exemplify the potential effects of the SPMM on indi-

vidual event amplitude and spatial structure.

Note that the t anomalies shown in Fig. 5 are obtained

from the atmospheric model output. To be clear, this is

the t the ocean would experience had we not over-

written it with prescribed values as per the methodology

in section 2. The atmosphere-model-derived winds, not

the prescribed climatology, are also used in the model

formulation of the heat fluxes. The warm SSTA for the

strongest El Niño extends southward through the sub-

tropics, whereas the weakest event is meridionally con-

fined to the equatorial band with cooler SSTA in the SE

Pacific. The residual (mean ENSO cycle removed) SSTA

is shown in Figs. 5b and 5d. The residual September

SSTA for the strongest El Niño shows the positive phase

of the SPMM, whereas that for the weakest El Niño
shows the negative phase of the SPMM. It is obvious that

the residual patterns in the southeast Pacific are consis-

tent with the SPMM pattern and the timing is similar to

when SPMM is most variable (Fig. 3c).

a. SPMM latent heat flux forcing

If the SPMM is characterized by SE Pacific warming,

how does it impact the amplitude of ENSO events? To

better understand how the SPMMmay interact with the

FIG. 4. (a) Niño-3 SSTA evolution of the 30 El Niño events in EnsoWinds, (b) the SSTA

tendency, (c) the standard deviation of the Niño-3 SSTA, and (d) the standard deviation of

the SSTA tendency.
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t-forced ENSO response, a longer SPMM time series is

needed for more robust conclusions. We next utilize

500 years of a CCSM4 simulation named ClimWinds

[Larson and Kirtman 2015b, 2018; also see DailyWinds

and MonthlyWinds in Larson et al. (2017)] in which

the global ocean only experiences t climatology. The

simulation is identical to EnsoWinds with the excep-

tion that there are no anomalous ENSO-related

t forcing the ocean. As a result, ClimWinds is perpet-

ually ENSO neutral. ClimWinds is a helpful simulation

for piecing apart the SPMMmechanism and how it may

influence ENSO for two reasons. First, prior modeling

studies leave the question open as to whether ocean

dynamics are important in the oceanic response to

the thermally coupled SPMM (Zhang et al. 2014a).

ClimWinds includes the possibility for anomalous ocean

heat transport. Second, how the SPMM operates in a

coupled model in the absence of ENSO signal in-

terference is of particular interest because the two

modes overlap spatially. ClimWinds does not support

canonical ENSO variability but does support the SPMM

mechanism.

ClimWinds differs from a traditional slab ocean

mixed-layer (SOM) version of CCSM4 in a few key

ways. The obvious difference is that the ocean compo-

nent of the SOM is a mixed-layer slab ocean model (see

Bitz et al. 2012) in which the SST tendency is driven by

the net heat fluxes and a prescribed ocean heat transport

convergence computed from the fully coupled CCSM4.

ClimWinds instead includes a dynamical ocean model.

Since the ocean component of ClimWinds is forced by

climatological t, ClimWinds simulates the mean ocean

circulation as well as anomalous ocean heat transport

convergence unrelated to the prescribed t. Unlike the

prescribed mixed layer depth (MLD) in the SOM, the

MLD in ClimWinds freely evolves. Both the SOM and

ClimWinds are thermodynamically coupled and neglect

anomalous wind-driven Ekman advection. In the SOM,

SST variability in the ENSO region is driven by heat

fluxes. What is different about ClimWinds is that once

the SST anomalies are forced by heat fluxes, the ocean

circulation can advect those anomalies around. Clim-

Winds also simulates TIWs, which increase SST mixing

in the eastern equatorial Pacific. Averaged over the

FIG. 5. September SSTA in 8C and wind stress anomalies in Nm22 from the (a) strongest and (c) weakest El Niño
event in EnsoWinds. Events are ranked by the September Niño-3 SSTA index, as September exhibits the largest

standard deviation of Niño-3. (b),(d) As in (a),(c), but for the EnsoWinds residual SSTA calculated by subtracting

the mean 4-yr ENSO cycle from the full SSTA. Wind stress anomalies are obtained from the atmospheric model

output and are representative of the winds used in the model formulation of the heat fluxes. This is not the

anomalous wind stress the ocean experiences, as it is prescribed per the methodology described in the text, but

rather the uncoupled atmospheric response to the SSTA.
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Niño-3 domain, the ClimWinds SSTA tendency has a

0.6 correlation with anomalous net surface heat fluxes

and a 0.5 correlation with anomalous LHF. This means

that the primary driver of the Niño-3 SSTA is latent

heating with a secondary role for ocean dynamics, both

of which are important mechanisms in describing the

differences in amplitudes of the El Niño events in

EnsoWinds.

Figure 6 shows the Niño-3 SSTA time series and re-

gression patterns for ClimWinds. ClimWinds produces a

Niño-3 SSTA time series with a nearly identical standard

deviation (0.118C) as the EnsoWinds residual Niño-3, as
well as similar spatial structure (cf. Figs. 6a,b and 2c,f).

In other words, the residual SSTA in EnsoWinds and the

SSTA in ClimWinds are both forced by the SPMM. Note

that the;0.18C Niño-3 standard deviation in ClimWinds

is roughly half that seen in the SOM version of CCSM4

(L.Murphy 2016, personal communication). The reduced

amplitude can be attributed to advection of the thermally

driven SSTA by the mean ocean circulation and in-

creased mixing due to TIWs, both mechanisms that are

lacking in SOMs. The autocorrelations of the ClimWinds

and EnsoWinds residual Niño-3 SSTAs (Fig. 6c; both

SPMM dominant) are distinctly different from the

EnsoWinds full SSTA (ENSO dominant), further dem-

onstrating the similarity between ClimWinds and the

EnsoWinds residual. Similar to the residual SPMM index,

an SPMM index for ClimWinds is calculated by the pat-

tern correlation of the SPMM pattern (Fig. 6b) and the

monthly ClimWinds SSTA. Consistent with the residual

SPMM index, the peak variability in the ClimWinds

SPMM index occurs in September (Fig. 3a) and the

maximum lead–lag correlation between the SPMM and

Niño-3 occurs at lag 0. Based on these similarities, the

ClimWinds SSTA will be used to produce more robust

composites of the SPMM-forced evolution of the eastern

equatorial Pacific because of both the abundance of

simulation years (5001 years) and the lack of ENSO

signal interference that may mask the SPMM anomalies

in EnsoWinds.

Based on an empirical orthogonal function (EOF)

analysis of the ClimWinds SSTA in the domain 308S–
308N, 1408E–708W (not shown), the SPMM mode, con-

sisting of the sum of EOF 2 and 3, is the only mode of

variability among the first six EOFs that projects onto

equatorial Pacific SSTA. Modes 2 and 3 combine to

produce just under 20% of the variance in ClimWinds in

this domain. The first EOF, explaining 11% of the var-

iance, is the NPMM and EOFs 4–6 are characterized by

subtropical SSTA without an equatorial footprint. Al-

though the SPMM is not the dominant variability be-

tween 308S and 308N in the Pacific, it is the only

variability that projects onto the equatorial Pacific and

as a result, is the dominant driver of SST variability in

the ENSO region. Regressing SSTA onto the principal

component time series for EOF1 of SSTA in the Niño-3
domain confirms that the dominant variability in the

eastern equatorial Pacific in ClimWinds is associated

with the SPMM.

Composite evolutions of LHF, SST, and t anomalies

for the SPMM are shown in Fig. 7. The t anomalies are

obtained from the atmospheric model output, as the

atmospheric model-derived winds are used in the model

LHF calculation. Recall that in ClimWinds, the mo-

mentum fluxes into the ocean are calculated with the

prescribed climatological t (no anomalies). Therefore,

the t composites shown can only be used to explain

the LHF anomalies and the atmospheric response to the

SSTA. Composites are calculated by subtracting the

average of the 50 coldest SPMM cases from the average

of the 50 warmest SPMM cases and then dividing by 2.

SPMM events are ranked by the September SPMM in-

dex, the timing of peak SPMM variability. Results are

consistent when ranking the events using any month

from September to December. Results are also consis-

tent when using the Niño-3 index instead of the SPMM

FIG. 6. (a) ClimWinds Niño-3 SSTA index and (b) the SSTA regression pattern. Units in (b) are 8C per unit standard deviation of Niño-3.
(c) Autocorrelation of the Niño-3 SSTA in EnsoWinds (blue), EnsoWinds residual (black), and ClimWinds (red dashed). In EnsoWinds,

the dominant forcing of Niño-3 SSTA is ENSO. In the EnsoWinds residual SSTA, defined as removing the mean 4-yr ENSO cycle from

the full SST, the dominant forcing of the Niño-3 SSTA is the SPMM. In ClimWinds, the dominant forcing of the Niño-3 SSTA is

the SPMM.
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index, rather unsurprising given that the maximum

correlation (;0.7) between the SPMM and Niño-3 oc-

curs at lag 0 in ClimWinds.

The January–February composites show weak warm

SSTA and weak westerlies south of the central equato-

rial Pacific due to periods of more persistent SPMM

patterns. Boreal springtime is instead considered the

onset of the SPMM, as the dynamics and the initial

forcing (see section 4) become clear during this time.

During March–May, westerlies south of the central

equatorial Pacific and northwesterlies in the SE Pacific

appear and strengthen. The t anomalies oppose the

mean wind direction, thus reducing the total wind speed

and according to the SPMM mechanism, resulting in

reduced evaporation and positive (downward) LHF

anomalies. The positive LHF response is evident in

the May composite. At the same time, anomalous

easterlies strengthen near 508S and t anomalies form

an anomalous cyclone by June. The pattern indicates

weakening of the subtropical high as described by

Wang (2010a) with the dipole mode and by Okumura

(2013) with Pacific decadal variability. As the sub-

tropical high weakens, the anomalous northwesterlies

strengthen, further contributing to the intensification

of the LHF warming in the SE Pacific. In June,

northerly t along the equator flowing toward the warm

SSTA in the SE Pacific first appear, indicating that the

WES feedback is expanding the SPMM equatorward

FIG. 7. SPMM composites of SSTA, LHF anomalies, and surface wind stress in ClimWinds. ClimWinds has no ENSO variability.

Composite averages are calculated by subtracting the average of the 50 coldest events from the average of the 50 warmest events then

dividing by 2. SPMMevents are ranked by the September SPMM index. SSTA is in 8C (shading) andwind stress is in Nm22 (vectors). LHF

anomaly contours are29,26, and23 (blue dashed) and 3, 6, and 9 (pink) Wm22. Only wind stress anomalies of magnitude 0.002Nm22

or larger are shown.
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(Zhang et al. 2014a). By July, positive LHF and weak

SSTA warming appear in the eastern equatorial Pa-

cific where the northerly equatorial t appeared in

June. In addition, northerly t anomalies form north of

the equator for the first time. In August, positive LHF

drives further SSTA warming. The northward expan-

sion of t and positive LHF associated with the WES

feedback continues to strengthen the SPMM signal

forming in the eastern equatorial Pacific. The positive

LHF anomalies peak in the Niño-3 region in August–

September and the peak SSTA follow one month

later. This point will be shown more definitively be-

low. Negative LHF anomalies form shortly after and

act as a damping to the SPMM pattern. The timing in

Fig. 7 is consistent with the evolution of the SPMM in

slab oceanmodels as described in Zhang et al. (2014a),

with first a weakening of the surface winds that induce

LHF warming and then propagation of the signal

across the equatorial eastern Pacific into the NH via

the WES feedback.

Since we are primarily interested in the SPMM-forced

eastern equatorial Pacific, Fig. 8 shows the lagged re-

gression of the EnsoWinds residual (mean ENSO cycle

removed) Niño-3 SSTAwith Niño-3 LHF anomalies the

months prior (i.e., ‘‘SPMM dominant’’ black curve).

Positive SSTAs are most closely linked to positive LHF

anomalies one month prior. The LHF eventually

becomes a weak damping (negative) when the LHF lags

the SSTAs (not shown). The red dashed curve shows the

same calculation with ClimWinds SSTAs and LHF

anomalies. The close similarity between the ClimWinds

and EnsoWinds residual calculations verify that both

datasets represent the SPMM. The relationship between

LHF and SSTA in Fig. 8 adds further evidence that the

LHF forces the ocean, consistent with the SPMM

mechanism. This is distinctly different from the re-

lationship between LHF and SSTA seen in EnsoWinds

(‘‘ENSOdominant’’ curve) when using the full anomaly,

as the LHF clearly acts as a damping term due to the

dominant ENSO signal. Since SPMM is definitively in-

dependent of ENSO as evidenced by its presence in

ClimWinds, then the two mechanisms, SPMM and

ENSO, with very different roles for LHF, may operate

coincidentally as seen in EnsoWinds. Although the

amplitude of LHF anomalies associated with ENSO are

an order of magnitude larger than those of SPMM, de-

pending on the sign of the SPMM, the associated LHF

anomalies may either constructively or destructively

interfere with the (damping) ENSO LHF, impacting the

SSTA tendency.

Note that Zhang et al. (2014a) argue that shortwave

cloud forcing (SWCF) plays a role in the SPMM evo-

lution and heat flux forcing of the SSTA. When the

SWCF anomalies are added to the LHF anomalies in

Fig. 8, the magnitude of the regression values increases

slightly (not shown), verifying that SWCF and LHF

anomalies tend to be in phase leading up to peak

SPMM (see Zhang et al. 2014a, their Fig. 2b). That said,

overall, the change is small, confirming that LHF

forcing is the dominant SPMM-induced heat flux

forcing of the Niño-3 SSTA. For this reason, we only

include LHF in the analysis, not to discount the im-

portance of cloud forcing, but to highlight the dominant

mechanism.

If the SPMM is indeed the cause of the enhanced El

Niño spread, the LHF anomalies associated with the El

Niño events should reflect the influence of the SPMM-

driven LHF anomalies in the Niño-3 region. Since the

SPMM-forced Niño-3 SSTA lags the LHF by onemonth

(Fig. 8), we look to the August LHF anomalies in

EnsoWinds, as they lead the maximum El Niño SSTA

spread in September. The scatterplot of the residual

August LHF anomalies and September SSTA (Fig. 9b)

from the El Niño events in Fig. 4a show a positive linear

relationship, with relatively warmer (cooler) September

FIG. 8. Lagged regression of Niño-3 LHF anomalies and stan-

dardized Niño-3 SSTA in Wm22 per unit standard deviation of

Niño-3 SSTA. Negative lag indicates LHF leads the SSTA. The

blue curve is computed using SSTA and LHF anomalies from

EnsoWinds, in which the dominant mechanism in the Niño-3 re-

gion is ENSO. The black curve is computed using the EnsoWinds

residual SSTA and LHF anomaly fields, in which the dominant

mechanism in the Niño-3 region is forced by the SPMM. The re-

sidual SSTA is calculated by removing the mean 4-yr ENSO cycle

from the full SST. The red dashed curve is computed using SSTA

and LHF anomalies from ClimWinds (no ENSO variability), in

which the dominant mechanism in the Niño-3 region is forced by

the SPMM.
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SSTA preceded by anomalous positive (negative) LHF

anomalies in August. During an El Niño event, the LHF

acts as a damping; therefore, Fig. 9b shows that the

stronger El Niño events experience reduced LHF

damping compared to the ensemble mean (positive

anomaly), whereas the weaker El Niño events experi-

ence enhanced LHF damping (negative anomaly).

Whether the LHF anomaly destructively or construc-

tively contributes to the LHF damping of the coincident

El Niño event is directly tied to the SPMM. Specifically,

an El Niño event occurring coincidentally with positive

phase SPMM (as in Fig. 5b) can grow more intense as

the SPMM-induced positive LHF anomaly opposes a

fraction of the SSTA damping. Instead, if the SPMM is

in a cool phase (as in Fig. 5d), the SPMMLHF cooling is

in phase with the LHF damping associated with the

coincident El Niño event, reducing the event’s overall

amplitude. A similar but weaker positive relationship is

seen in the November SSTA (Fig. 9b, blue circles), as

the SPMM is undergoing the decay phase.

b. The role of ocean advection

If SPMM-forced LHF anomalies are the only im-

portant difference in the El Niño event amplitudes,

then the Niño-3 LHF anomaly evolution for the in-

dividual events should show a similar increase in the

spread as the Niño-3 SSTA (Fig. 4a). Figure 9a shows

that instead the atmospheric signal is noisy and more

variable, rather unsurprising given that LHF varia-

tions due to atmospheric noise are also present. How

does the spread in the Niño-3 SSTA signal become so

smooth? An obvious pathway is through the ocean.

Essentially, the LHF anomalies may provide the ini-

tial SSTA forcing, but ocean advection provides the

slower, smoother response that is reflected in the

Niño-3 time series.

An interesting observation is how the equatorial

SSTAs behave once the SPMM warming forms in the

extreme east Pacific. The SSTAs appear to expand

westward beginning in July (Fig. 7). The following

anomalous horizontal advection terms from the surface

layer temperature budget are calculated to quantify the

effects of surface layer (h) advection on the SSTA

tendency:
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where Adv0x and Adv0y are the anomalous zonal and

meridional advection, respectively, u and y are zonal and

meridional velocities, respectively, h 5 10m, the over-

bar denotes the seasonal cycle mean, and the prime

denotes the anomaly. Similar results are obtained with

h 5 20m. Vertical advection is not included since ver-

tical velocity is very small near the surface. All terms on

the right-hand side of (1) and (2) are computed for each

El Niño event and ClimWinds and shown in Fig. 10.

The two terms generating the most variability in

ClimWinds, 2u›T 0/›x and 2y›T 0/›y, are tied to the

mean ocean circulation. In spring, the mean horizontal

currents are seasonally strong (Larson et al. 2017) in the

ENSO region in CCSM4, driving larger horizontal

FIG. 9. (a) LHF anomaly evolution of the 30 El Niño events in EnsoWinds. (b) Scatterplot

of August LHF anomalies averaged over the Niño-3 region and the September (black dots)

and November (blue circles) Niño-3 SSTA of the events in (a). All values are EnsoWinds

residuals and show deviations from the mean wind-forced ENSO cycle.
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temperature advection by the mean circulation. In fall,

however, the only term generating considerable vari-

ability is 2u›T 0/›x. At this time, not only is the mean

ocean circulation contributing, as the mean zonal cur-

rent is at its annual maximum intensity, but SSTA var-

iability in the ENSO region is also seasonally large

(Fig. 3a). Since the SPMM is the primary driver of

eastern equatorial Pacific SSTA variability during this

time, we expect that the SPMM is thermally driving

SSTA that is then advected by themean zonal current. If

the SPMM is indeed the mechanism modulating the

intensity of the El Niño events in EnsoWinds and gen-

erating spread in the Niño-3 SSTA (Fig. 4c), then

2u›T 0/›x should be the primary term from Eqs. (1) and

(2) generating spread among the El Niño events (gold)

in Fig. 10. This is the case.

It is intuitive that mean zonal advection of anomalous

temperature 2u›T 0/›x is the ocean mechanism con-

nected to the increased Niño-3 SSTA spread. For ex-

ample, the 2u›T 0/›x term is almost always negative

during El Niño events. The mean zonal velocity is

westward u, 0 during this time (Larson et al. 2017) and

because the maximum warming associated with El Niño
is not directly adjacent to the South American coast

(Figs. 2d,e), ›T 0/›x is negative in much of the Niño-3
domain, thus resulting in 2u›T 0/›x, 0. Additional

positive phase SPMM-induced SSTA warming occurs in

the extreme eastern Pacific, and so ›T 0/›x becomes less

negative or near zero as the warm SSTA becomes more

zonally ubiquitous (as in Fig. 5a). As such, 2u›T 0/›x
becomes less negative or near zero. If SPMM is instead

in a cold phase during El Niño onset, ›T 0/›x becomes

more negative (as in Fig. 5b), resulting in a more nega-

tive 2u›T 0/›x. The spread in this term is small until

around August. As seen in Fig. 7, the LHF anomalies

associated with the SPMM finally reach the Niño-3 re-

gion by July, and drive changes in the SSTA the fol-

lowing month (Fig. 8), in this case August. As the

SPMM-induced SSTA warms or cools, the anomalies

are contemporaneously advected westward with the

mean zonal current which is at maximum strength in

August–September in CCSM4 (Larson et al. 2017). As

such, the spread in2u›T 0/›x remains small through July

due to relatively smaller values of u and ›T 0/›x but be-

gins increasing in August. The spread is largest in Sep-

tember, when both the SPMM variability is largest and

the maximum SPMM-forced Niño-3 SSTA occurs. The

spread decreases after September, as the strength of the

SPMM declines and the mean zonal current seasonally

weakens. Similarly, the spread in the Niño-3 SSTA

(Fig. 4c) decreases following the September peak. Be-

cause ocean surface velocities are largely wind driven,

FIG. 10. Niño-3 averaged zonal and meridional advection terms from the surface temperature equation, calcu-

lated for the 30 El Niño events in EnsoWinds (gold) and ClimWinds (black). The prime denotes the anomaly and

the overbar represents the climatological seasonal cycle.
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the other Advx terms show little spread since the

anomalous wind forcing is identical for each event. The

Advy terms appear to have little influence as well.

The possibility of a role for mean advection in the

SPMMmechanism is mentioned in Zhang et al. (2014a),

although as a potential means for northward expansion

of the SPMM. The present study shows that mean ad-

vection actually transports the SPMM SSTA signal

westward (Fig. 10), affecting a larger zonal expanse of

the equatorial eastern Pacific. The mean zonal current

over the Niño-3 region in CCSM4 is too weak compared

to reanalysis products (Larson et al. 2017); therefore, in

nature, 2u›T 0/›x may have a larger contribution to the

SSTA tendency, further exaggerating the SPMM’s in-

fluence on the spread. That said, models that ignore

Ekman advection, like SOMs and mechanically de-

coupled configurations, tend to overestimate subtropical

SSTA variance (Larson et al. 2018); therefore, SPMM

strength could be slightly weaker in nature compared to

EnsoWinds and ClimWinds (both neglect Ekman ad-

vection), ultimately affecting the intensity of the Niño-3
SSTA. These two factors likely cancel out to some ex-

tent but are worth mentioning. It is also possible that the

sign of 2u›T 0/›x could be positive in a model that sim-

ulates the maximum ENSO SSTA variance closer to the

South American coast, and ›T 0/›x would instead be

positive during El Niño. Nevertheless, the spread about

the mean ENSO signal due to the SPMM would still

reflect the LHF forcing.

4. Summary and discussion

The role of thermally driven ocean processes in

modulating the amplitude and spread of El Niño events

is a relatively unexplored topic. The present study ar-

gues that in addition to wind-driven variability, ther-

mally driven variability also contributes to ENSO

amplitude and uncertainty. We utilize a CCSM4 simu-

lation named EnsoWinds (Larson and Kirtman 2018) in

which the ENSO variability is perfectly periodic and

each El Niño event experiences identical t forcing. The

simulation is mechanically decoupled (Larson and

Kirtman 2015b; Larson et al. 2018); therefore, differ-

ences in the amplitude of ENSO events can only be

explained by buoyancy (thermal 1 freshwater) fluxes

and/or anomalous ocean dynamics decoupled from the

prescribed t. The amplitude differences among El Niño
events range 0.58C, so this thermally driven piece is not

trivial.

Analysis reveals that the mechanism contributing to

the El Niño spread is the thermodynamically coupled

South Pacific meridional mode (SPMM; Zhang et al.

2014a). The SPMM is characterized by fluctuations in

the strength of the southeasterly trade winds in the SE

Pacific that lead to variations in LHF, ultimately im-

pacting the SSTA. The SPMM grows via the WES

feedback, expanding what begins as warming/cooling in

the SE Pacific into the equatorial eastern Pacific. The

timing of the SPMM in the present study is consistent

with the slab ocean mixed-layer models in Zhang et al.

(2014a). Instead, when mechanical coupling is allowed

as in a fully coupled model or observations, the SPMM

peaks in boreal winter (Zhang et al. 2014a; Min et al.

2017). We briefly address the proposed reasons for this

discrepancy mentioned in Zhang et al. (2014a). The lack

of a seasonally varying MLD is a significant difference

between slab ocean and fully coupledmodels. TheMLD

in the southeast Pacific is shallower in ClimWinds and

EnsoWinds during boreal fall compared to the fully

coupled control version of the model, therefore,

the MLD could contribute to why ClimWinds and

EnsoWinds SPMM peak early. ENSO may also influ-

ence the timing of the SPMM (Zhang et al. 2014a).

SPMM could be coupled to ENSO through the lower-

level circulation (Toniazzo 2010), although the SPMM in

EnsoWinds does feel the surface stress associated with the

ENSO signal (Fig. 1b) and the timing still differs. This

suggests that the atmospheric response to the SSTA and

how it feeds back to the oceanmay be important when the

two modes occur coincidentally and that mechanical cou-

pling could shift the timing of the peak SPMM. Therefore,

the SPMM–ENSO mechanism in the present study may

play an even larger role in ENSO amplitude and un-

certainty if including momentum coupling or a deeper

MLD shifts the SPMM peak timing to boreal winter.

How the SPMM directly influences ENSO amplitude

is the new contribution of the present study. Previous

studies argue that meridional modes, originating from

both the North and South Pacific, act as ENSO ‘‘trig-

gers’’ (Chang et al. 2007; Larson and Kirtman 2013;

Zhang et al. 2014a; Min et al. 2017; Thomas and Vimont

2016), an argument that implies a wind-forced upper

ocean response. Here we argue that the LHF anomalies

associated with SPMM may constructively or de-

structively interfere with a coincident ENSO event, af-

fecting the magnitude of the LHF damping of the event,

thus directly impacting the overall SSTA amplitude of

ENSO events. Analysis shows that when an El Niño
event occurs coincidentally with positive phase SPMM,

the positive LHF anomaly associated with the SPMM

counteracts a fraction of the LHF damping of the event

in the Niño-3 region, allowing for a more intense El

Niño. On the other hand, if an El Niño event occurs

coincidentally with negative phase SPMM, the SPMM-

induced negative LHF anomalies enhance the LHF

damping of the event, reducing the overall amplitude of
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El Niño. An analogous argument for La Niña also holds,

with the cool (warm) phase SPMM coincident with La

Niña resulting in a relatively larger (smaller) La Niña
amplitude.

The evolution of the Niño-3 LHF anomaly for the El

Niño events does not, however, explain the smoother

evolution of the Niño-3 SSTA spread. Instead, the ocean

also plays a role in transporting the SPMM-forced SSTA

signal westward, ultimately impacting the SST tendency

throughout the Niño-3 region. Mean westward zonal

advection of anomalous temperature 2u›T 0/›x is re-

sponsible for spreading the SPMM SSTA signal away

from its initial forcing. To summarize, the peak ampli-

tude differences between the (identically t forced) El

Niño events are due to LHF anomalies associated with

the SPMM driving SSTA warming/cooling in the ex-

treme eastern Pacific that are then advected westward

by the mean zonal current.

A natural question is whether a similar relationship

with ENSO could occur with the NPMM. The mecha-

nism described here requires that the WES feedback

extends from the Southern Hemisphere into the

Northern Hemisphere and whether the WES feedback

associated with meridional modes extends into the op-

posite hemisphere depends on the background winds

(Liu andXie1994;Wang2010b;Okumura2013;Zhanget al.

2014b). Using an atmosphere general circulation model

coupled to a SOM, Zhang et al. (2014b) demonstrate

that a meridional mode, whether originating in the

Northern or Southern Hemisphere, can only expand

into the opposite hemisphere if the ITCZ is located in

the opposite hemisphere. This is primarily due to the

meridional component of the winds (i.e., the winds the

meridional mode would need to oppose to generate a

LHF signal that extends across the equator) as shown in

the analytic studies using simpler models by Liu and Xie

(1994) andWang (2010b). Since the NPMM exists in the

same hemisphere as the observed ITCZ, the NPMM

should not extend across the equator according to

Zhang et al. (2014b) and therefore the mechanism pre-

sented in this study would not hold true for the NPMM.

That said, even if the NPMM were to extend across the

equator, it would do so in the western-central Pacific and

not the eastern Pacific; therefore, in either case, we do

not expect the argument presented in this study to be

valid for the NPMM.

As for the forcing mechanism of the SPMM, Fig. 11

verifies that SPMM is linked to midlatitude atmo-

spheric variability the previous austral fall, consistent

with Zhang et al. (2014a) and Ding et al. (2015), and

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 7, but with sea level pressure anomalies in hPa (shading) and 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies in meters

(contours) with positive and negative contours of 5, 10, 20, and so on in increments of 10m.
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evidently does not require any tropical forcing (absent in

ClimWinds). The timing of the atmospheric forcing re-

flects Southern Hemisphere seasonality consistent with

Jin and Kirtman (2009). The SPMM composite SLP

anomaly pattern and the 500-hPa geopotential heights

anomaly pattern exhibit similar structure in the South-

ern Hemisphere throughout the evolution, revealing

that the forcing includes a barotropic component. Both

the surface and midlevel expressions appear in March–

May and strengthen simultaneously, reaching maximum

strength in June–August. The pattern noticeably

weakens in September, with the SST and LHF anoma-

lies lagging by one month (Fig. 7). The surface and

midlevel atmospheric structures are similar to those in

Garreaud and Battisti (1999), who describe decadal

eastern equatorial Pacific SST variability using obser-

vationally based fields. In fact, Garreaud and Battisti

(1999) suggest that the forcing mechanism of the de-

cadal SST variability could be from LHF anomalies as-

sociated with the anomalous circulation pattern. This

interpretation is consistent with the SPMM results we

show here.

The SPMM could impact ENSO in two ways in which

LHF anomalies are important. First, if the SPMM is not

correctly forecasted in seasonal climate predictions, then

the SPMMmay serve as a source of error in the coincident

ENSO forecast. In other words, if the LHF signal in the

Niño-3 region associated with the SPMM is different from

what is seen in observations, the amplitude of the pre-

dicted coincident ENSO event could be wrong. Second,

the SPMM variability superimposed onto ENSO vari-

ability, as seen in Fig. 2b, may actually be the decadal

variability seen in prior studies. This hypothesis is different

than in Di Lorenzo et al. (2015), in which the authors

hypothesize that the combination of the NPMM and

ENSOmodes, and the associated tropical-to-extratropical

and extratropical-to-tropic interactions, generates the

decadal Pacific variability signal. The mechanism here,

with similarities to the Garreaud and Battisti (1999) and

Okumura (2013) hypotheses for Pacific decadal variability

originating in the Southern Hemisphere, suggests two in-

dependent modes of variability such that when they are

coincidentally in phase, the resulting ENSO behavior on

long time scales could take on a decadal signal. This co-

incidencemay also explain the atmosphere–ocean general

circulation model results in Toniazzo (2010) showing that

roughly 1/3 of ENSO events are linked to variability in

the SE Pacific resembling the SPMM. As such, it is not

surprising that the SPMM and Pacific decadal variabil-

ity SSTA patterns in the literature are similar, as the

SPMM may be the variability in tandem with ENSO

generating the decadal signal. Moreover, since the SPMM

is described as stochastically forced by extratropical

atmospheric variability, it is no surprise that subtropical

atmospheric noise has been shown to excite Pacific de-

cadal variability (e.g., Yeh and Kirtman 2006), consistent

with the proposed role of the SPMM in decadal variability

described here. It is, of course, possible that meridional

modes in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres,

in tandem with ENSO, contribute to the decadal vari-

ability (Yeh and Kirtman 2006).

Overall, the results in this study make a case for a

thermally driven component in ENSO amplitude and

uncertainty, in addition to the well-established wind-

driven component. The mechanism proposed in the

present study is distinctly different from the Zhang

et al. (2014a) hypothesis that the SPMM remotely in-

fluences winds in the central Pacific that trigger ENSO

events. Instead, we show here that the SPMM modu-

lates ENSO amplitude by modulating the effectiveness

of the LHF damping. Further assessment of whether

climate prediction models like those of the North

American Multi-Model Ensemble (Kirtman et al.

2014) prediction system accurately represent and pre-

dict SPMM at short lead times is of particular interest.

A similar skill assessment of the SPMM as is done in

Larson and Kirtman (2014) with the NPMM and

Pegion and Alexander (2013) with the seasonal foot-

print mechanism may be a worthwhile next step to

establish a baseline for expectations in incorporating

the SPMM into further ENSO predictability and un-

certainty discussions.
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